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Academic Super bowl Teams Go to State
By Paiten Bell
Mrs. Lazar has been a coach for the academic team for 22 years, so I interviewed her to get
information on the Academic Super Bowl, a program sponsored by the Indiana Association of
School Principals. This year, teams from 255 schools competed on April 28. Western Middle
School had 5 teams in the competition. The teams were Language Arts, Science, Math, Social
Studies, and Interdisciplinary. On the Language Arts team, there were 6 students: Miles Bowley,
Chioma Ozoigbo, Lauren Bradley, Sophie Kelly, Abigail Origer, and Eliza Lutgen. On the
Science team there were 4 students: Prashual VijayKumar, Lucas Pitzer, Dawson Chiu, and
Niah Patel. Students serving on the Math team were: Mikayla Stewart, Adrian Cuevas, Andrew
Newcomber, and Pete Bradshaw. Social Studies included 3 students: Aiden Raab, Jonah
Raab, and Talon Hawkins.
I asked Mrs. Lazar how long they spent preparing. She said they had been preparing for 6
months. We have 9 months in a school year, so that is more than half of the school year!
Students work long and hard to get where they are in the competition. They are selected by
high interest and invitation. There is a theme every year; this year’s theme was World War I.
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2)

Western Middle School

Science Academic Bowl Team

The WMS Science Team won first place with a PERFECT
SCORE! Pictured above are (L-R) Mrs. Moon (coach), Dawson
Chiu, Prashual VijayKumar, Lucas Pitzer, and Niah Patel.
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WMS Academic Bowl Teams

2nd Place: WMS English Team

3rd Place: WMS Math Team

3rd Place: WMS Social Studies
Team

WMS Interdisciplinary Team
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Teacher Feature: Mr. Berryman
By Tate Heston
This week’s Teacher Feature is Mr. Berryman. He is the high school baseball coach. He
became the coach in 2016. He has played football, basketball, and baseball during his
career, and he played Division 2 baseball in college.
Shawshank Redemption is his favorite movie. His favorite book is the Bible. His favorite
things about teaching are U.S. history and the 8th graders’ independent minds. One of his
hobbies is coaching the Indiana Bulls, a travel baseball team. He is also an associate scout
for the New York Yankees. He also likes to throw the football and play with his new puppy
Chipper. His favorite thing to do is take vacations on the beach. The most memorable part of
his life has been having his three sons.
He wanted to become a teacher because his parents were teachers, and he decided he
would enjoy the teaching life that they led. His favorite topic in social studies is the
Underground Railroad. Before coaching here at Western, he also coached at Northwestern
and Kokomo.

Student Spotlight: Gage Engle
By Mason Morgan
I interviewed Gage Engle for Student Spotlight because he is
kind and respectful. He is a 6th grade student, and his favorite NBA
player is Damian Lillard. He thinks James Harden, who plays for the
Houston Rockets, will get MVP 2018.
His favorite book is Summer Ball, his favorite color is blue, his
favorite movie is Ready Player One, and his favorite subject is
History.
His advice for incoming 6th graders is to work hard, be respectful
to your teachers, and get your homework done on time. His favorite
NFL team is the Tennessee Titans, and his favorite NFL player is
Derrick Henry, who plays for Titans. If students had a choice to have
an iPad or laptop at school, Gage would want a laptop. His favorite
game in gym is Mat ball.
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Rave for Riley:
Glow for a Good Cause

Ticket Price:
$.50 each
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A Sweet Read:
The Sweetest Sound
By Emily Smith
Have you ever heard of the book The Sweetest Sound? This book is a phenomenal novel
that was written by the very creative author, Sherri Winston. There are so many touching and
moving events that take place in this book. When I was reading it, it was so amazing that I
had a hard time even just setting the book down! If you like reading books that are about
facing your fears, this book is certainly for you.
In The Sweetest Sound, the main character is 10-year-old Cadence Jolly. She is a girl that
is absolutely afraid of anything that might bring attention to herself. She also completely hates
change. I think the main reason why she hates change is because when Cadence was a little
girl, one day she came home to find a note, leaning peacefully on the front of the coffee pot. It
was a note from her mother. The note to Cadence included her mother saying goodbye and
explaining that she had left Cadence to follow her own dreams to become a singer.
Cadence is also an outstanding singer, like her mother. She just doesn’t have the
courage to sing in front of anyone, even her own friends and family. Cadence’s main goal is to
write a bestselling book, but who says you can’t have 2 dreams? One of her friends, Faith,
thinks so. When a video of Cadence’s singing goes viral, Faith offers to say it was her. It’s
always been Faith’s dream to be a singer, so she snatched up the opportunity to be thought
of as one immediately. Cadence doesn’t want someone else to take credit for her voice, but
she also doesn’t want to say it was her in front of everyone. Will Cadence keep hiding like
she’s always done? Or will she finally step out into the spotlight, no matter who’s watching?
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Who Is It??
This is a picture of one of the teachers in the middle
school building. Can you guess who it is?
Look for a baby picture of a teacher in each issue of
The Paw Print this year. Your job is to guess which
teacher it is each time.
If you think you know, stop by Mrs. Sipes’ room
(601) during passing period. The first person with the
correct answer claims the reward!

Previous Baby Pictures:
How Many Have You Guessed?
Issue 8: Mr. Abston Issue 9: Mrs. Lee
Spanish and
6th Grade Social
World Languages
Studies

Issue 13:
Mr. Miller
6th Grade Math

Issue 14:
Mrs. Turner

Issue 10:
Mrs. Coulson
7th Grade
Science

Issue 16:
Mrs. Evans
6th grade

Issue 11:
Mrs. Burkett
MS/HS Art

Issue 12:
Mr. Spangler
7th Grade
Social Studies

Issue 17:
Mr. Ladwig
7th grade

Issue 18:
Mrs. Sipes
6th Grade ELA
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Galactic Gallery
Exoplanets
By Teagan Obenchain
What are exoplanets? That is a question I’ve been asking myself recently, so I looked
it up. An exoplanet is, “a planet outside our solar system, usually orbiting another star.
They are also sometimes called "extrasolar planets", "extra-" implying that they are
outside of our solar system..” (mirror.co.uk).
Many of the exoplanets are found by measuring the light intensity of a star as a
planet passes in front of it. In other terms, observing the event of a star for the
noticeable signs of a planet’s gravitational pull, affecting the light from the star, and
bending it around the planet.
Surprisingly, the very first exoplanets were discovered pretty late in human history.
The first exoplanets were only found in the early 1990s - about three decades ago.
Since then, the number of confirmed exoplanets has doubled about every 2.25 years. So
far, there have been more than 3,400 exoplanets that have been found and confirmed.
However there are 2,000 other “candidate” exoplanet detections that we need more
information on to be able to say whether or not the exoplanets are real.
If a planet is too close to the star it revolves around, any liquid H2O on the crust
would quickly boil off, forming a steam atmosphere. If the planet is not close enough to
the star, any liquid H2O on the crust would freeze. The habitable zone (or "Goldilocks
zone") is the range of how far and how close a planet can be from a star where liquid
H2O can exist on the crust of a planet. This range changes depending on the volume
and temperature of the star.
Earth is in the Goldilocks zone of the sun - this is one of the reasons Earth has
liquid H2O like the seas and oceans. The habitable zones vary for each star.
https://www.mirror.co.uk/science/what-exoplanet-heres-what-you-9902309
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/there-are-probably-way-more-earth-like-exoplanets-than-we-imagined-180947
564/
https://www.outerplaces.com/science/item/17713-scientists-found-first-exoplanets-discovered-beyond-galaxy
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Galactic Gallery
Scale of the Universe
By Teagan Obenchain
No one knows the exact size of the universe. The universe could go on forever, or it
could have a border to it. This means that if you travel long enough in one direction you will
end up where you started, like moving on the outside of a sphere.
Astronomers argue about the shape and the size of the universe, but one thing they can
calculate with good precision is how far we are able to observe the universe from our solar
system. Light travels at C which is about 670,616,629 mph, and since the universe is about
13.7 billion years old, we can not see anything that is 13.7 billion light years away, right?
Actually, wrong. The peculiar thing about the universe is that it’s always expanding in
size. That growth can take place at more or less any speed — even faster than the speed
of light— so the most far off objects we can observe are in fact much closer in to us. Over
time, the universe has moved far off stars and galaxies far away from us as if they were on
an rapid conveyor belt, and dropped them off in far away locations.
Remarkably, this means that our observational power is sort of “boosted” and the
furthest observations we can see are more than 46 billion light years away. We are not the
center of the universe. We are at the center of this portion of the universe, which forms out
a sphere approximately 93 billion light years across.
https://www.space.com/15830-light-speed.html
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Sports Section
By Gage Engle

BBy Gage Engle
The 2018 NFL Draft was from April 26 to April 28. It was in the AT&T
Stadium in Arlington, Texas. Here are the number of picks in order in the
first round:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Browns (Baker Mayfield)
Giants (Saquon Barkley)
Jets (Sam Darnold)
Browns (Denzel Ward)
Broncos (Bradley Chubb)
Colts (Quenton Nelson)
Bills (Josh Allen)
Bears (Roquan Smith)
49ers (Mike McGlinchey)
Cardinals (Josh Rosen)
Dolphins (Minkah Fitzpatrick)
Buccaneers (Vita Vea)
Redskins(Da’Ron Payne)
Saints(Marcus Davenport)
Raiders (Kolton Miller)
Bills (Tremaine)
Chargers (Derwin James)
Packers (Jaire Alexander)
Cowboys (Leighton Vander Esch)
Lions (Frank Ragnow)
Bengals (Billy Price)
Titans (Rashaan Evans)
Patriots (Isaiah Wynn)
Panthers (D.J. Moore)
Ravens (Hayden Hurst)
Falcons (Calvin Ridley)
Seahawks (Rashaad Penny)
Steelers (Terrell Edmunds)
Jaguars (Taven Bryan)
Vikings (Mike Hughes)
Patriots (Sony Michel)
Ravens (Lamar Jackson)

Baker Mayfield
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The 2018 NBA MVP Award
By Jackson McKillip
The 2018 NBA has a bundle of good candidates for the Most Valuable Player award
(MVP), like James Harden, LeBron James, Anthony Davis, Damian Lillard, and Kevin
Durant. LeBron James did an outstanding job to win the series against the Indiana Pacers in
game 7. LeBron scored so many points in the series that in all of the games, no one else on
his team scored 20 points or more. LeBron James also brought his team to the East
Conference finals by sweeping the Raptors in a 4-0 series.
LeBron James is becoming a really good candidate for the MVP award, but there is still
someone who deserves the award more, James Harden. He has done a phenomenal job of
leading his team to have the best record in the NBA and by leading the NBA for most and
best scoring average for the regular season. James Harden brought his team to the West
Conference finals, too.
Anthony Davis has led his team through the first round of the playoffs and now he has
them at the Western Conference semifinals competing against the Golden State Warriors.
Damian Lillard led his team to the NBA playoffs too, but unfortunately his team got swept
in the first round by Anthony Davis’ team, the New Orlean Pelicans. Damian Lillard’s team,
the Trail Blazers, lost in a 0-4 series.
Finally, there is Kevin Durant. His is just a phenomenal athlete in the basketball game. He
won and led the Golden State Warriors to their second championship in three years. Kevin
Durant still currently leads the Warriors and has lead them past the first round now in the
Western Conference Semifinals. All of these players are really great candidates for the MVP
award, but there can only be one player chosen.
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Kokomo Jackrabbits Visitor
By Emily Smith
Recently, a visitor from the Kokomo Jackrabbits Stadium came to visit the 6th graders and
talk about the importance of reading during 7th Period on May 2. That visitor was John
Perszyk. He is the Business Manager for Kokomo Jackrabbits.
After he had introduced himself, he told everyone about a dream he had when he was in
high school. John wanted to be a Major League Baseball player, so when he was a
freshman, he joined the team. He was an amazing player! However, he received a failing
grade in English. This got him kicked off the team, and his dream of being a Major League
Baseball player was crushed. After that, he hit the books. John never failed an English class
again.
He then went on to explain that without reading, he wouldn’t be able to even do his job! If
you aren’t able to communicate properly, how can you run a business? This lead to the
question of “How did you come up with the name of Kokomo Jackrabbits?” He responded
by saying that the community decided. He wanted the community to be involved, so there
was a competition where you could submit a name of what you wanted it to be. Then, they
decided what name best fit the community. That name was Kokomo Jackrabbits.
After this, he showed us three of his favorite books. Some of the books that were shown
were The One Thing and The Magic of Thinking Big. He said that the more you read, the
better you are at it, and the faster you’ll be able to read.
The last thing that was everyone did was sing the “Take Me Out to the Ball Game” song.
I think everyone enjoyed having John Perszyk visit, and they were a little sad when the bell
rang. I also bet there will be more people at the stadium this summer.
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7th Grade Cell Model Projects

Mrs. Coulson’s 7th
Grade Science Class
Cell Model Projects

Some were edible…
and enjoyed by their
creators!
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Happening in the World
The Koreas Rejoined?
By Paul Lowery
After World War II, Korea was split in two. South Korea and North Korea both had their
own government and vision of their future country. This caused them to butt heads, causing
fighting between them. They fought over which side was superior. One can imagine how
bad it became.
However, a recent article has shown they are reunited once again to talk. Will this pull
them back together or pull them even farther apart? Time can only tell and so far it’s
promising.
In other news, the U.S and North Korea also talked in this meeting, with North Korea's
promise to shut down their nuclear missiles. All these opportunities could lead to a better
future, or we could land in WWIII. I guess we will find out, but in the meantime make sure to
keep up with this and other news by reading The Paw Print.

Thinking Corner
Riddle Me This:
A bus driver goes the wrong
way on a one way street. He
passes the cops, but they
don’t stop him. Why?...

What do the following words
have in common: Racecar,
Civic, Eye, Level?

The answers will be in the
next edition!
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The Paw Print Poll
Which grade do you predict will win the
Dodgeball Tournament this year?
Click here to vote:
https://goo.gl/forms/TYjpgzhy9LhzYvP03

Previous Paw Print Poll Responses from April 27:

What is the Worst Way to Break-up with
Someone?
Winning Answer: Write a poem
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